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In this thesis, we are trying to discuss diversiveness as a
writing principle in Hongloumeng 紅 樓 夢 ．
We study the principle of diversiveness in the Chinese
narrative, against several representative realistic Western novels
through three most important modes of writing in the book, namely
narration, description and verse sections. Through these three
major modes of writing, we try to see how the principle is
manipulated and realised. The narration in Hongloumeng is a
structure of various stratum each of which involves, to speak in
Dersons, a narrator (or narrators), his (or her, their) narratee (or
narratees), and the persona in the stories he (or she, or they)
tells or, to speak in situation, a narrating situation and a
narrated event (or events). Comparing the Chinese with the West, we
find that the former tends to separate the narrator from the persona
narrated and the narrating situation from the narrated one whereas
the latter tries to put the narrator and the narrated on the same
spatial plane and to evade the boundary between the narrating and
the narrated. This difference even goes to the point that the
former hides away the identity of the author himself while the
latter lets the author play the role of himself in the story. The
integration of the various narrating stratum, and even of the
fictional and the real world, characterize the Western narrating
the Chinese novel aims quite differently.
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Description in the Western novels has, each in its different
styles, a certain degree of consistency in the point of view and
coherence between descriptive passages and others. A descriptive
passage in the Chinese narrative is, contrarily, independent from
the passages of the other modes of writing as well as from the
passages of the same made of writing. Each descrptive passage is
self-sufficient. Diversity of the presentation of a character
through different modes of writing is not a defect in the Chinese
case.
The verse sections in narrative can be considered as impurity
of form which is so abusing to the Western realistic narrative
writing that we find no examples from the realistic novels for
comparative study. However, the verse sections help to display some
specific effects unique to the Chinese narrative. The verse
sections serve to convey another dimension of a character's
personality, to foretell a character's fortune and to condense life
into concrete scenes. The particularities of the Chinese narrative
can be better comprehended in the context of Chinese cultural
context: a descriptive passage is similar to a liangxiang 覓 相
in drama, and the verse sections bears the traits of poetry.
From the comparative study of narration, description and verse
sections between Hongloumeng and several representative Western
novels, we discern the principal difference underlying them-
diversiveness verses unity.
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Introduction
Narration, description and verse sections are the most important
reveals itsmodes of writing through which Hongloumeng 红 楼 梦
underlying principles: diversity, disjointedness and multiplicity.
They contrast with the principles of unity, coherence and consistency
manifested in certain Western narratives of the realistic tradition.
In this thesis, these narratives are represented by, mainly, The
Portrait of a Lady, Madame Bovary, The Razor's Edge, Heart of
Darkness, and Daisy Miller, because they have the most complicated
structure of narration and the most elaborated mode of description.
The mode of narrating constitutes the skeleton of the narrative.
By the mode of narration, we employ Gerard Genette's definition which
includes narrating situations and narrated events arranged in a series
of levels. Each narrating situation involves narrating person(s) and
narratees. A narrated story is told by the narrating person(s) in the
previous narrating situation.' The relationship between the persons
of the various narrating levels and between the stories of the
different narrated events show the different writing principles of the
two groups of novels: while a narrator in the Western novels we
discuss here has a prominent place in the story he tells, a narrator
in the Chinese narrative plays only a minor role or is even absent
from the story he tells. The narrators in the Western novels are more
closely connected with the stories they tell, enhancing the
authenticity and verisimilitude of the stories told. The relationship
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between the author and the narrator is handled in a similar way: the
Western realistic novelist tries to identify the author with the
narrator, thus to fuse the fictional world with the real, so much so
that, the narrators as well as the stories they tell are made real.
Contrarily, Cao Xueqin 曹 雪 芹 the author of Hungloumeng keeps a
distance between his narrator and the story told as well as between
the narrator and himself. He tries to separate, at the same time, the
narrator from the story and himself from the narrator. Consequently,
the author-narrator-story relationship in the Western novels aims at
unification, while that of the Chinese aims for diversification. In
our present comparative reading, we are principally dealing with how
these relationships are worked out.
The next mode of writing, description is at its most effective in
the presentation of a character's physical appearance. The major
difference between a major character in Hongloumeng and in the Western
novels discussed here is that while the former is presented in one
shot with no specific detail, the latter is revealed gradually into
detail. The difference is significant to the principles of writers in
the two traditions represented by the novels we study. In the Chinese
narrative, the complete but brief mode of description is applicable to
every instance in the story disregarding the moment it occurs in the
story, whereas in the Western realistic novels, the variance in length
and in emphasis from one descriptive passage to another is in
accordance with the development of the story and the point of view.
The coherence and consistency of the descriptive parts to the others
in the Western novels are quite different from the self-sufficiency of
the descriptive passages in Hongloumeng, which, however, can be
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understood and appreciated through its relations with Chinese opera
and poetic traditions.
Apart from the diversiveness in the narrating structure and the
self-sufficiency of the descriptive passages, there is yet one more
item which the Western novelists have not availed themselves of-verse
sections. While the Western novelists do not insert verse sections
into the genre narrative, Cao Xueqin makes use of the verse sections
to give some special effects to the narrative: a character's
personality is visualized and recapitulated in verses the verse
sections foretell the outcome of events and life is condensed into
concrete scenes in the verse sections. With the pictorial and
analogical qualities of the verse sections, Hongloumeng makes good use
of its multiplicity of form.
In this thesis, we deal with the practices of narrative writings
in both the Chinese text, Hongloumeng, and several Western novels,
notably Heart of Darkness, Daisy Miller, The Portrait of a Lady,
The Razor's Edge, and Madame Bovary. From these two categories, we
wish to show the principles of writing: diversity verses unity,
disjointedness verses coherence, multiplicity verses consistency.
dotes
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Voice, in Narrative Discourse, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1980), pp. 212- 262.
Chapter II: Narration
In his Narrating Discourse, Gerard Genette distinguishes voice from
mood, that is, between who is the character whose point of view orients
the narrative perspective and the question who is the narrator.
Genette's work in general, as is criticized by Jonathan Culler in the
forward he wrote for the book, is a testimony to the power of the
marginal, the supplementary, the exception, for his theory is merely
tested against Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu. The theories are
justified insofar as they lead to a better understanding of Proust's
novel. Nonetheless, it is the most thorough attempt to justify, name and
illustrate the basic constituents and tecnhiques of narrative.1 We
will borrow and modify some of Genette's terms and theories concerning
voice to analyse the characteristics of narrating techniques in
Hongloumeng.
A story has to be told by an agent, which is called the voice in
Genette's work.2 According to him, voice is primary to the narrating
situation, which is a complex whole webbing connections among the
narrating act, its protagonists, its spatio-temporal determinations.3
When an author presents his story, he can choose between two narrative
postures: to have the story told by an agent who is present as a
character, and to have it told by an agent who does not appear as a
character in the narrative. The former is the character-agent, and the
latter, the non-character-agent. the character-agent is the visible
narrator staged before the curtain. His status varies according to the
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role he plays in the story he tells. Divisions under the category of
character-agent is to be discussed in the next paragraph. As for the
non-character-agent, the curtain separates him from the story so that the
reader cannot see him, but only hears his voice tell the story. He is the
invisible narrator. This invisible narrator is called the implied
author or the author's second self by Wayne C. Booth.4 The implied
author's powers of perception on the characters varies from an objective
visual report, like The Lament and the Old Red, to a psychological
revelation like The Killers.
The visible narrator, on the other hand, can be divided into two
types according to his relationship to the story: the one absent from the
story he tells, or present as a character in the story he tells. Genette
coins for them Latin terms heterodiegetic and homodiegetic.5 They are
the same as Brooks and Warren's idea of narrator as a character in the
story as opposed to the narrator not as a character in the story6 or,
to employ Booth's terms, dramatized and undramatized narrators.7
The agent absent from the story he tells, heterodiegetic or undramatized,
is a mere narrator the agent present in the story he tells, while
homodiegetic, or dramatized, is a narrator-character. Genette sees in the
narrator-character two varieties: the narrator as the hero of his
narrative, which I call hero narrator, e.g. Gil Blas and the narrator as
a secondary character or even an observer and witness, which I call
observer-narrator, e.g. Ishmael in Moby Dick, Marlow in Lord Jim, Carraway
in The Great Gatsby.8 Quantitatively, the hero-narrator always takes a
singular form whereas the observe narrator can both be a single person or
a collective character. An example of the latter is the group of
school-boys in the beginning part of Madame Bovary. A mere narrator is an
anonymous figure an observer-narrator is an identifiable person in the
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story a hero-narrator is the Focus of attention on stage.
Another important distraction lies in the relationship between the
narrator and the author. The narrator can choose between the first person
narrator and the third-person narrator to tell his story. The difference
between the firs t- and third-person narrator lies in the effect: the
narrator-agent is given more authority and credibility if it is an I or
we. However, no matter how close the relationship may be, the author
and the narrator are two different individuals, one a historical person,
and the other, a fictional figure. As Genette states: the role of
narrator is itself fictive,9 to contrast with the author of real
existence.
Next, the author can choose to share his privilege of vision
partially or completely with his narrator, be he visible or invisible. If
the privilege of vision between an author and his narrator is: author
narrator10 the privilege of vision between the narrator and the
characters in the story can be represented by the formula: narrator
character, in which the character can be the hero, a secondary character,
or not a character at all. Therefore, the narrator presumably knows all
that the characters knows and the author knows all that the narrator knows:
author narrator character. As the relationship between the narrator
and the character is, as Genette remarks, constant throughout the story,
so does the author-narrator discrepancy and the privilege of vision.
These two aspects show the difference beteween the author and the narrator:
the former belongs to creativity and the latter, creation itself.
In the first section of Chapter One of The Razor's Edge, the narrator
exposes for the reader his intention of narrating, his expectation from
the reader, and his treatment if the characters. This conscious voice of
narrating is echoed in the last section of the novel where he comments on
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the significance of the life of the characters. In these tactful and
eloquent passages, he is attempting to achieve one illusion: the narrator
is the author himself. Beginning with the statement I have never begun a
novel ...In and the factual report: Many years ago I wrote a novel
called The Moon and the Sixpence, the narrator is assuming the identity
of the author. This attempt to fuse creativity and creation urges the
reader to complete the image of the narrator by his knowledge of the
author's real self, his personal quality, history, temporal and mental
situation, etc. The narrator's identification with the author suggests to
the reader that he looks beyond the written text into real life for
information about the figure in the narrative. This deliberate confusion
between the historical and fictional personages can be seen as a
representational device for obtaining illusive effect of reality, or
verisimilitude.
A narrator's property also coincides with his corresponding
person-agent in the narrating act: the narratee. A narratee is the
narrator's addressee and the receiver of the story. While a historical
author tries to identify himself with his first-person-narrator, a reader
may also assume the role of a narratee. Usually, the historical reader's
readiness to identify with the fictional narratee is determined by two
criteria: how much the narratee is portrayed as a person, and how much
its corresponding narrator represents the real-life author. For the first
criteria, the less a narratee is portraited, the more inviting it is to
the reader's imagination. For example, the audience in Hongloumeng or the
second-person narratees in The Razor's Edge and The Portrait of a Lady are
neither illustrated at his level nor presented at others they are told
but not dramatized.
As a result, the reader finds it very easy to substitute himself for
the anonymous listener. Besides, since their responses are not given in
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the book, the flexibility for their possible reactions allows the reader
to project his own feelings and thoughts into the narrative and thereby
assumes the role of a fictional narratee unconsciously. In some other
narratives where the narratee is illustrated with name and personality,
and the thoughts and feelings. The reader of these narratives tends to
find a gap between the narratee and himself. While an anonymous narratee
helps to achieve the effect of immediacy and authenticity, the identified
narratee keeps the fictional world intact from the reader's free
interpretations. If we have to answer the question as to which type of
narratee may help to obtain the effect of reality, we have to say that
both of them may, but in different ways. For the first type, as in The
Razor's Edge and The Portrait of a Lady, if the narrator represents the
actual author and the narratee, i.e., the reader, the fictional narrating
situation is an illustrative equivalent to the actual writing-reading
activity. The effect of this traverse between the real and illusive
worlds is the focalization of interest in the narrated rather than in the
narrating. The whole narrating act becomes transparent in nature, as it
makes the reader experience the story in a more direct way. Consequently,
when the author-narrator and reader-narratee alliance are established, the
story told thus can achieve the effect of immediacy and reality.
For the second type, if the narrator is the third person and the
narratee has an identifiable personality, like Heart of Darkness, the
narrating situation itself is an interesting narrative. This level of
narrative will react with the second level and help to interpret and
analyse the second. The reader, therefore, can obtain a distant and
objective view of the relationship between the two planes of illusive
world.
Hongloumeng belongs to the first type with some particularities of
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its own: the first-person story-teller does not identify himself totally
with the author. He shares the projection of the author's image with two
other figures in the narrative: the author and the editor. Nonetheless,
the reader can identify himsef with the second-person audience. The
effect is that, on the one hand, the narrating situation in Hongloumeng is
a purely fictional world, and, on the other hand, the reader is still
invited to have a free exercise of responses. The narrating situation in
Hongloumeng aims to create an imaginative and fictional world, but at the
same time tries to remind the reader of its illusive nature. We can also
find, in some parts of the book, it attempts to build up an ultimate
fairyland while, at the same time, hinting at its nature of illusiveness.
The author-narrator and reader-narratee relationships manifest this
illusive-disillusive mode of representation.
Before going to the narrating situation in the fiction, we have to
define the relationship between the historical narrating and the fictional
narrating. We read in the beginning of the book a voice conducting the
telling of the story:
This is the beginning chapter of the book.
此 开 卷 第 一 回 也 .
What, you may ask, was the origin of the book?
看 官 ， 你 道 此 书 从 何 而 起 ？
The voice is not an invisible narrator or implied author because it aoes
not hide away but stands upright on the stage, playing the part of a
story teller, declaring the beginning of the story.12 Through this
first-person narrator, the story told is flavoured with authority and
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authenticity. First person narrator always attempts to go beyond the
narrative world, and identifies with the author himself. The narrator in
The Razor's Edge is a typical example of the author-narrator union. The
story-teller in Hongloumeng also carries that effect. Identifying the
story-teller with the author, the reader is also assuming the role of the
audience the addressee of the narrator.看 官
But the narrating situation in Hongloumeng is more complicated than
that in the Western narratives. The story-teller is not responsible for
the author's intentions or thought, but let the author speak out for
himself:
Having made an utter failure of my life, I found myself one day,
in the midst of my poverty and wretchedness, thinking about the
female companions of my youth. As I went over them one by one,
examing and comparing them in my mind's eye, it suddenly came me
that those slips of girls- which is all they were then- were
in every way, both morally and intellectually, superior to the
grave and mustachioed signior I am now supposed to have
become. The realization brought with it an over powering sense
of shame and remore, and for a while I was plunged in the
deepest despair. There and then I resolved the make a record of
all the recollections of those days I could muster- those
golden days when I dressed in silk and ate delicately, when we
still nestled in the protecting shadow of the Ancestors and
Heaven still smiled on us. I resolved to tell the world how, in
defiance of all my family's attempts to bring me up properly and
all the warnings and advice of my friends, I had brought myself
to this present wretched state, in which, having frittered away
half a lifetime, I find myself without a single skill with which
I could earn a decent living. I resolved that, however,
unsightly my own shortcomings might be, I must not, for the sake
of keeping them hid, allow those wonderful girls to pass into
oblivion without a memorial.
Reminders of my poverty were all about me: the thatched
roof, the wicker lattices, the string beds, the crockery stove.
But these did not need to be an impediment to the working of the
imagination. Indeed, the beauties of nature outside my door-
the morning breeze, the evening dew, the flowers and trees of my
garden- were a positive encouragement to write. I might lack
learning and literary aptitude, but what was to prevent me from
turning it all into a story and writing it in the vernacular?
In this way the same time serve as a source of harmless
entertainment and as a warning to those who were in the same
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It is interesting that the narrator talks about the author as if they are
two different persons. The story-teller narrates a story in which the
historical author becomes a fictional person who reports the intentions of
the historical author. We have three points to note here: first, the
narrator does not identify himself with the historical author; therefore,
second, the author, being a figure told in the narrative by the narrator,
is a third person in the story, to contrast with the first person
story-teller in the narrating as well as to the second-person narratee,
the audience to which we ourselves try to identify with; and,
consequently, third, the relationship between the author and the narrator
is complicate. On the one hand, the author creates the story-teller. The
story-teller is the author's creation. The privilege of vision is: author
narrator, as we have discussed before. On the other hand, however,
the story-teller relates the author in his story. So, the privilege of
vision is: story-teller author. Therefore, there are two authors: the
historical and the fictional, each having a different relationship with
the story-teller. While the effect of the narrating situation in The
Razor's Edge is that the reader can see through and reach the story more
directly, Hongloumeng keeps its reader at a distance away from the story.
The reader is reminded that the events in the narrative not everyday life;
they should be aware of the actual intentions which have made artistic
transformation of a life experience into a piece of literary work
presented herewith. The author's intentions for writing the story is
doubtful: as a source of harmless entertainment are as a warning to
those who were in the same predicament as myself but who were still in
need of awakening(p. 21)
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His self reproach and moralistic overtones in the declaration sounds
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ironic.
There is yet another character in the story told by the story-teller
that reminds us of the actual author- Editor Cao Xueqin:
Cao Xueqin in his Nostalgia Studio worked on it [the book]
for ten years, in the course of which he rewrote it no less than
five times, dividing it into chapters, composing chapter
headings, renaming it The Twelve Beauties of Jinling, and adding




The editor, whose job is compiling the draft and titling the chapters,
plays a part in the printing of the narrative. He is a character in the
narrative, like the author. The editor, named after the historical
author, reflects in the narrative the creative process in the actual
world. Therefore, we can see that the author, the editor and the
story-teller represent the historical author. The three are the
projection of the historical author's role in three aspects: to write, to
compile, and to tell. The tripartite image of the author in the narrative
can be seen as an attempt to separate the author's creativity from the
fictional narrative situation. Contrarily, the relationship between the
author and the narrator in The Razor's Edge aims to achieve an illusion
that the fictional narrative situation is the author's creativity. The
author-narrator relationship signifies the mode of representation: the
Chinese narrative deliberately creates a fictional world different from
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the actual world; whereas the Western counterpart tries to fuse the two
worlds together in an illusive plane.
The discussion of the relationship between the historical author and
the fictional personage may help to discern the actual narrating situation
from the fictional narrating situation. Now we may start to study the
fictional narrating situation in Hongloumeng which is unique and
interesting. We will use Genette's narrative levels as a framework for
our analysis.
The book can be divided into four narrative levels, one on top of the
others, each of which contains narrator, narratee, and the story told.
First of all, let us identify the narrators in each level according to
their relation to the stories told. This is a simplified picture of the
narrative structure. In the first level, the story-teller is a visible
narrator absent from the content he tells. The narrator of the second
level is a combination of the author and editor. They are invisible
narrators or implied authors to the story of the stone. The stone is the
invisible narrator of the third level, and excluded from the story
inscribed. As for the fourth level, the group of narrators include Zhen
Shi-yin, Jia Yu-cun Leng Zi-xing
Big Jiao 大 9 Nannie Zhao 越 地 ， Most of them play minor roles
in the stories they tell. Accordingly, since a narrating instance is part
of the narrative, the first level of narrating instance is also the first
level of narrative, and so forth.




Author and/or editor writes that...
Stone inscribes that...
Zhen Shi-yin, etc., tells that...15
Since the verbs to write, to inscribe or its passive form to be
inscribed is the inaudible voice as opposed to the audible voice
signified by the verb to tell, all of these verbs can be altered to the
verb to narrate to suit our purpose of analysis.
In the successive lenpers of narrators, a later one is told in the
story by an earlier one. The compound clause designates the relationship
between one level of narrating instance and another: each level is a
clause with the narrator as the subject. Among these narrators, we can
see that their status varies according to the relationship between the
stories they tell: 16
4th3rd2nd1stNarrating levels:
Status
/Author Editor, StoneInvisible Narrator






The variation of the narrators1 status in different levels affects the
transition between levels. Before going on to Hongloumeng, we will study
a Western narrative in which the status in each narrating level is the
same.
In a successive stratum of visible narrators, one audible voice gives
way to another as the entire narrative moves from one level to another. A
close study of The Portrait of a Lady illustrates the mode of consistency
of status. Its narrator is assigned as prominent a role as the
story-teller in Hongloumeng. As the Chinese narrator shows his authority
by presenting the author as a character in his story, the Western narrator
also shows his status by constructing the setting before the reader's
eyes: Those that I have in mind in beginning to unfold this single
history offered an admirable setting to an innocent pastime.(p.1)
Proclaiming himself the narrator of the subsequent story, he
conscientiously conjures before his audience's eyes the time and place in
which the story takes place. Moreover, he assumes the role of introducing
the characters: Hie persons concerned in it were taking their pleasure
quietly, and they were not of the sex which is supposed to furnish the
regular votaries of the ceremony I have mentioned. In these opening
passages of the book, the function of the first person narrator is to act
as an agent between the reader and the story. In effect, the focus of
attention is not so much on the main line of narrative than on the very
condition of narrating. By his way of constructing the scene and
introducing the characters, the narrator represents the author in his
creativity.
We can find a similar treatment in the beginning of Hongloumeng:
This is the beginning chapter of the book
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With the narrator announcing the beginning of the story, we are aware of
the discrepancy between the narrating and the narrative. The visible
narrator reveals himself also by the beginning and the closing lines of
most of the chapters. The Western narrators, however, have some other
ways of making themselves seen. In the Chapter One of The Portrait of a
Lady, for instance, the clauses like: "that I have in mind," "I have
mentioned," "what I should call," "which I have attempted to sketch,"
"that I have just sketched," "as I have said" - all of which are
semantically equivalent to "that I tell." The motif "I tell" is prevalent
in the beginning chapters and played down as the narrative gives way to
the narrative in the Western novels, but it appears continually in the
Chinese one. At this point, we can see that the Chinese and Western
narrators can make their audible voices heard loud and clear. The
difference of the two lies in the narrating levels.
Contrasting with the status of narrators on each level in Hongloumeng,
The Portrait of a Lady has the narrators on the same status throughout the
various levels. For instance, here is a passage from The Portrait of a
containing several levels of narrative situations, each of which is
responsible by a different narrator, every one invisible:
[The old Mr. Touchett said,] "She is a niece of my wife's Mrs.
Touchett brings her to England."
Then young Mr. Touchett explained. "My mother, you know, has
been spending the winter in America, and we're expecting her
back. She writes that she discovered a niece and that she
invited her to come out with her."(p.9)
The passage itself belongs to the story told by the narrator "I", anti,
therefore, is the second level of narrative. There are two narrators in
this level: The old Touchett, who speaks of his niece and his wife, and
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the young Touchett, who tells of his mother. There is a third level with
Mrs. Touchett as the narrator, indicated by the sentence in indirect
speech she writes that.... In these levels of visible narrators,
present as well as absent from the story they tell, a narrator gives way
to another as the story unfolds. The transition in the stratum-structure
is clear.
While The Portrait of a Lady illustrates a mode of transition between
visible narrators, Hongloumeng provides one between visible and invisible
narrator. There are no quotation marks or subordinate clauses to signify
the boundary between levels. Each transition is rendered by a line
addressed by the story-teller to the audience. His voice always
interposes between different levels and serves as an indicator of twists
and turns, because the voices of the author-editor and the stone are
inaudible. Amidst the invisible narrators, the story-teller becomes the
sole agent responsible for the presentation of the narrative until the
visible narrator of the fourth level takes over. This is an example of a
construction of narrators interpersed with visible and invisible
narrators. For the transference of person-agents from one narrating level
to another in the two examples we have discussed, it may help to show
their difference by representing the former as: Narrator- Mr. Touchett
- Mrs. Touchett and the latter: story-teller- (author-editor-
stone-) Jia, etc. In the transitional process, the elements within
parentheses are behind the curtain, executing their duties invisibly.
The status and significance of a narrator has to be defined and
affirmed by his corresponding narratee in the same level of narrative
instance. The narrator-narratee relationship is a dialectic and organic
one. We may explicate this narrator-narratee relationship by the
anaylysis of Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness, a similar but simpler
structure than Hongloumeng:
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2ndNarrating levels: 1st 3rd
"I"Narrator Marlow manager, brickmakers,
Russian, etc.
"You" Sailors Marlow, etc.Narratee
inculdina
"I"
At one instance in the third level, the manager talks to his uncle, and
Marlow overhears them. So far as the manager and the uncle are concerned,
the former is the narrator, and the latter, his corresponding narratee
when Marlow takes part in the situation, both the manager and the uncle
are narrators, and Marlow is the narratee. It is comparable to an
instance in the fourth narrating level in Hongloumeng. The Taoist priest
to thespeaks of the causality of the "grass-stone love"
Buddhist priest and Zhen Shi-yin overhears them and takes part in their
conversation towards the end. The story is revealed in a conversational
form in which the Taoist priest poses the questions and the Buddhist
priest responses. In this situation, the relationship between the two
priests is that of a narrator-narratee dichotony. In order to render this
conversation on another plane of significance, a third figure is added to
the situation. Zhen Shi-yin, the observer of the discussion, becomes the
narratee; so, the Buddhist and Taoist priests become the narrators of the
story. The Taoist priest as well as the uncle in Conrad's narrative
serve, first, to act as addressees for the communicative acts, and, next,
to raise questions and give comments in the process of communication;
木 石 姻 缘
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whereas Zhen, together with Marlow, function solely as listeners.
Although playing the parts of narratees, the Taoist-priest and the uncle
participate in part in the narrator's performance by interfering,
modifying and defining to a certain degree the shape of the narrating. If
they are narratees, they are active ones in relation to Marlow and Zhen
who are then passive. The Taoist priest or the uncle can either be a
subordinate agent to the major narrator or a guide to the passive
narratee. Their identity is relative and their roles are
multi-functional. On the one hand, regarding them as agents for
transmitting information, we will have two characters asking and answering
questions: we call them the complex-narrator. On the other hand,
regarding them as listeners to the information given, we can see two
characters, one as the direct addressee and the other as the indirect
addressee: we call them the compound-narratee.
There is yet another mode of narrator-narratee relationship which is
not only relative but also interchangeable: the character can act as a
narrator in one time but as a narratee in the other. For instance, in the
conversation between Leng Zi-xing and Jia Yu-cun, the two take turns to
play the part of narrator and narratee. This interchanging role between
narrator and narratee further shows the aspect in the relationship between
the positions of the narrating agents which is multi-functional and
elastic.
The interchanging role of narrator-narratee occurs also on a
cross-level basis. A character can be narrator in one level and narratee
in another and such a change in narrating position helps to weave the
textural property of the narrative. Their role in one does not affect
their role in another, but the interchanging constitutes a rhetoric
interest in the narrating situation proper. Conrad's narrative provides
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one of the typical modes of how this works: Marlow is a narratee in the third
level as well as a narrator in the second and the I is both the narratee in
the second and the narrator in the first. Here, a juxtaposition of the
narrator-narratee role is possible because the narrators in the first two
narrating levels are minor characters in the stories they tell. This changing
of roles of narrator-narratee across the levels helps to achieve a
tightly-webbed network of human relationship in the narrative. It also forms
a textural pattern for the narrating.
Hongloumeng does not have many of the characters playing the alternate
parts of narrator and narratee in its different levels. Most of the persons
in the narrating instances do not reappear in the subsequent levels but keep
their status in their respective levels: story-teller- audience-
author-editor- reader- stone- vanitas- Buddhist-Taoist priest- Zhen.
Each agent plays a single role. In comparison with the narrative levels of
the Heart of Darkness, Hongloumeng seems to be not as tightly knitted. The
relationship between the various narrating levels is thus reduced to a merely
thematic connexion. Although the story-teller, the author and the editor are
the incarnation of the actual author, they are individual beings in the
narrative. So are the stone, Bao-yu, or Magic Jade. Whereas a narrative
structure containing characters who can be narrator in one level and narratee
in another level forms a complex pattern of the narrative, a succession of
narrators belonging exclusively to one level of narrating gives an opposite
effect. In Hongloumeng, everybody is telling a story about someone else, in
an objective and indifferent tone. As opposed to the techniques of fusing the
fictional and the actual world, the, Chinese narrative tries to isolate each
plane of fictional world from the others but restricting the narrators'
activities in their respective narrative level. The
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distinction between narrative levels is similar to the demarcation between
the real author's creativity and the fictional persons' narrating
activity. This is not to say, nonetheless, that the author of Hongloumenc
plays up the effect of demarcation at the expense of a well-organised
pattern as shown by Heart of Darkness. A fine texture is, in effect,
achieved through the juxtapositioning of visible and invisible narrators.
Besides, the persistent voice of the story-teller which penetrates from
the first through the third narrating level provides a vertical axis for
the narrating pattern in Hongloumeng.
In narratives like Heart of Darkness in which the character takes up
the role of narrator on one level and that of narratee on another, the
relationship between narrating levels are established both through the
character and the plot. In Hongloumeng, however, where the narrating
agents are more restricted to their respective level, the relation lies
mainly with the plot. According to Genette, there are three types of
relationship that connect a second-level narrative to a first:
explanatory function, thematic relationship, and the function of
distraction or of obstruction.17 Genette's three types of relationship
are, in effect, plot-oriented. Hongloumeng manifests the first two
types. In Genette's classification, the first type of relationship is
direct causality between the events of the first level and the second,
conferring on the second narrative an explanatory function. The second
narrative answers the question: what events have led to the present
situation?18 In the Chinese narrative, we can find instances that
direct causality exists between events of two levels. Example one, the
author, the invisible narrator at the second level, explains the reason he
creates the stone as the hero of his story, the narrative event on the
third level.(Chpt. 1) Example two, the Buddhist and Taoist priests talk
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about the relation between the stone and the Crimson Pearl Flower and
announce their birth.(Chpt.. 1) Example three. Jia Yu—cun's ushej
or the previous little novice in the Bottle-gourd Templ I
recounts the happenings of Ying-liar 要 差 _ from the time when she was
kidnapped to the time when Xue Pan seizes her. fPhnh. 4) Ah hhpc:
instances, one narrative level serves to explain the causality for the
events on another level.
The second type in Genette's classification consists of a thematic
relationship: a relation of contrast or analogy. There is no
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spatio-temporal continuity between events of the two levels. In
Hongloumeng, Zhen Bao-yu exists as a parallel figure to Jia Pao-yu, to be
analogous to the latter1 s personality and fortune. Zhen is older than
Jia, born in a similar household, and also surrounded by beautiful and
intelligent girls. Zhen's family experiences an abrupt fall in power and
wealth before Jia's does. Moreover, Zhen's personality, as recounted by
Jia Yu-cun, resembles Jia Bao-yu1s.
Girls are made of water and boys are made of mud. When I am
with girls I feel fresh and clean, but when I am with boys I
feel stupid and nasty, (p. 76)
女 免 水 他 的 、 胥 ‘ 罢 、 是 礼 他 的
人 。 （ 彳 九 ）
This declaration by Zhen Bao—yu is very similar with the tone and attitude
of the other Bao-yu whom we know better from the book. The two characters
are two in one, one in two, as inplied by one of the prophetic poems in
the early part of the book: To take the false (Jia) as the true (Zhen)
and the true (Zhen) as the false (Jia)(Chpt. 5) The personal quality of
Zhen Bao-yu is employed to emphasis the personal qualities of Jia Bao-yu;
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and the events taking place around Zhen Bao-yu serve principally to
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foreshadow Jia Bao-yus destiny. According to Genette, there- is no
spatio-temporal continuity between the levels of a relationship of
contrast or analogy. Zhen Bao-yu is only a figure recounted through the
character on the third narrating level, at least in the first eighty
chapters of the book. There is no direct encounter between the two
Bao-yus. Therefore, Zhen and Jia do not appear on the same narrative
plane. In other words, the analogous figure is placed on a subsequent
level to the main. If not, the reader would pose questions like: Is
there another group of girls as intelligent as those in the Grand-view
Garden? or Is there another piece of stone that Nu-wa -k£] has left
behind making the number of the refined stones to be 26502 instead of
26501? These questions are, of course, irrelevant, because the sole
significance of Zhen Bao-yus story is to serve to highlight Jia Bao-yu,
the protagonist and centre of the whole story. Like a reflection in
water, the duplicated image is flat and void incapable of sharing with the
reflected subject the same spatio-temporal existence.
The third type of relationship in Genette's classification is too
broadly defined to provide us cues to understand any narrative. But we
may add another type of relationship not mentioned in Genette's study-
the commentary function.
In the instance quoted above at the first and the second
relationships, the narrator does not only tell an event, but also gives
canments or judgements for the events told. For instance, after giving a
lengthy account on the background of Jia's family, Leng Zi-xing remarks
that Bao-yu is a lady-killer or six maniac To which Jia
Yu-cun disagrees and gives an explication on Bao-yu's heredity. The
complex narrator at one time tells and comments. Their remarks represent
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two opposite points of view. Jia's metaphysical justification of that
type of personality provides a positive attitude towards Bao-yu. In
effect, the author is putting his own opinion into the narrating agents'
mouths and trying to influence his reader's opinion of his protagonist.
Such a commentary passage does not connect to the other stories told in
the various levels. Therefore, the commentary function is supplementary
to the explanatory function and the thematic relationships. Other
examples of commentary function include Bao-yu's speech on the fate of the
pyrus and Skybright (Chpt. 77), through Nannie Zhao on the Crab's
Feast (Chpt. 39), Joker i on Xi-feng (Chpt. 66), You San-ji€
on Bao-yu (Chpt. 65), etc. The commentaries are not given
through the story-teller on the first level but through characters on the
fourth level to attain the effects that, first, opinions are blended with
events more naturally, rendering the ideas to be acted rather than to be
told; second, the privilege of vision is dispersed, thus preventing the
over-loading of work on any single level of narrator.
In this chapter, we have borrowed, modified and developed the terms
and ideas from Genette's study on voice, to a possible means to
comprehend the narrating technique of Hongloumeng. The main line of our
discussion is put on the narrating levels of the narrative, their agents
in telling, their property, their relationships and their functions.
Implications of narrating situations are to be found throughout the book,
but the examples we employ for the illustration of our theories are found
mostly at the beginning chapters of the book because we can see in this
part the most typical and intricate pattern of the narrating situations.
Similarly, in the Western novels that we have mentioned there is also a
display of their narrating situations at the beginning of the book. This
common phenomenon shows another point of narrating: it is displayed at
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the beginning of stories both as a focus of interest and as a sourse of
various plots of the book. But after the story has been brought on the
track of development, the emphasis on the narrator and his situatrion must
gives way to the narrative itself. Lubbock has made a study of this:
It seems, then, to be a principle of the story-teller's art
that a personal narrator will do very well and may be extremely
helpful, so long as the story is only the reflection of life
beyond and outside him but that as soon as the story begins to
find its centre of gravity in his own life, as soon as the main
weight of attention is claimed for the speaker rather than for
the scene, then his report of himself becomes a matter which
might be strenthene i and which should accordingly give way to
the stronger method.
To further illustrate this theory of Lubbock, we may reter to, tor
instance, in Madame Bovary, the visible narrators in the first chapter,
i.e., the schoolboys, who practically disappear from the scene in the
following chapters and in The Portrait of a Lady, the narrator gradually
fades into the background although he frequently calls our attention in
the early chapters. The Chinese novel has a similar pattern with some
difference in detail: the narrator of the first level, the story-teller,
reminds the reader of his presence throughout the story by hinting a turn
in the plot, an ending or opening of a chapter, and the inserting of some
of the verses, and the like, while the narrators of the other levels, as
insignificant characters in the book, make their entry and exit like the
narrators acting as minor characters in the Western novels.
From the textual analyses and comparisions concerning narration, we
try to sort out the structure of narration of Hongloumeng against some of
the important works of the Western world. With a proper study of the
structural patterns of narration in these novels, we have to challenge the
views of some critics who hold that the organisation of Hongloumeng is
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"loose and highly inclusive.22 Starting from a Western-oriented theory
and comparing the Chinese text against the Western ones, we try to show
that the organisation in this Chinese narrative, which can be explicated
even in Western terms and concepts, aims to keep each narrating level
intact from the others.
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The significance of Zhen Bao-yu's existence in the narrative
has long been observed by Chinese scholars. For example, in Huhuatsuren
chungping
“ 枳 疼 ，
there is a passage discussing the
notion of truth as opposing to falsehood in the narrative:
The key words in the book The Story of the Stone are truth and
falsehood. The reader should know that truth is falsehood
and falsehood is truth. There is falsehood in truth in
falsehood. Truth is not true; nor falsehood false. With this
concept in mind, we know whether Zhen bao-yu and Jia Bao-yu are
two persons or one.
“11”I
”””1
” 对 ， ’ 中 ， ， 真 ； ， 真 真 ， 假 〒
I,,I
4~ XI 13 3
Translation is mine. See Zhongguo lidsai xiaoshuo xuba xuanzhu
飧 “II [Selected Prefaces from Chinese
Narrative], eds. Zeng Zuyin et al., (Wuhan: Changjiang wenyi
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inconsistent in structure. According to her, the only means of coherence
is a thematic one: Coherence is achieved through the narrative device
... [that] the book is supposedly a record of the visit of an immortal to
the Red Dust, witnessed and written down by a mangy Buddhist monk and a
lame Taoist priest.(p. 54) We cannot say, after our crude analysis here,
that Sister Mary or her followers really comprehend the writing principles
of Hongloumeng.
Chapter III: Description
In a text book introducing beginners to the concepts of literature,
Laurence Perrine talks about the presentation of the physical appearances
of characters.
An author may present his characters either directly of
indirectly. In DIRECT PRESENTATION, he tells us straight out,
by exposition or analysis, what a character is like. Ir
INDIRECT PRESENTATION, the author shows us the character it
action we infer what he is like from what he thinks or says of
does.1
In this chapter, we are going to discuss the mode of direct
presentation of characters. We attempt to look into the ways in which the
mode of direct presentation of physical appearances in some descriptive
passages from Hongloumeng and the Western novels we discuss in this
thesis. There are three parts in this chapter: the first part,, the
properties of individual descriptive passages the second, the
relationship between descriptive passages and, the third, the
relationship between the descriptive passages and the non-descriptive ones.
Employing the literary critical terms from the Western world, we have
no intention to exert the Western concepts on Chinese literature we only
want to make comparative study between Chinese and Western narratives more
easily comprehensible.
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As for the properties of a descriptive passage, we conduct our
discussion in three aspects: first, extensiveness, i.e., how much facial
or bodily features are depicted second, intensiveness, e.g., how close
these features are observed and, third, perspective, what are the
observer's physical distance and angle to the observed. In the following
several pages, we can see that Hongloumeng and the Western novels manifest
not only different principles in these three aspects, but also different
relationships between the three. Generally speaking, extensiveness and
intensiveness tend to complement each other: if a description is
extensive in scope, it will be low in intensiveness and vice versa.
However, the position of perspective in regard to the other two aspects
varies between the Chinese and the Western novels. To the Chinese, the
three is unified and dominated by perspective, whereas to the West,
extensiveness and intensiveness is not dictated by the possibilities and
limitations of the observer.
Let us start with the comparison between two descriptive passages:
one about Emma in Madame Bovary and the other one about Xi-feng in
Hongloumeng:
Round her neck was a white turn-down collar. Her hair, so
smooth that its two black braids seemed each a single piece, was
parted in the middle with a fine line that dipped slightly with
the curve of her head, and was swept together in a thick burn at
the back, leaving the tips of her ears just visible at the
temples was a wavy effect that the country doctor had never seen
in his life before. Her cheeks were like rosy apples and she
carried a pair of tortoise-shell eye-glasses attached, in
masculine fashion, to two buttonholes of her bodice.(p. 29)2
Son cou, sortait d'un col blanc, rabattu. Ses cheveux, dont les
deux bandeaux noirs sembla•iezt chacun d'un seul morceau, tant
ils etaient lisses, etaient separes sur le milieu de la tete par
une raie fine, qui s'enfoncait lege`rement selon de 1'oreille,
ils allaient se confondre parderriere en un chignon abondant,
avec un mouvement ond6 vers les temps, que le medecin de
campagne remarqua la pour la premiere fois de sa vie. Ses
pomettes etaient roses. Elle portait, comme un homme, passes
entre deux boutons de son corsage, un lorgnon d'4caille.3
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She was dressed quite differently from the others present,
gleaming like the fairy princess with sparking jewels and gay
embroideries.
Her chignon was enclosed in a circlet of goldfiligree and
clustered pearls. It was fastened with a pin embellished with
flying phoenixes, from whose beaks pearls were suspended on tiny
chains.
Her necklet was of red gold in the form of a coiling dragon.
Her dress had a fitted bodice and was made of dark red silk
damask with a pattern of flowers and butterflies in raised gold
thread.
Her jacket was lined with ermine. It was of a slate-blue stuff
with woven insets in coloured silks.
Her under-skirt was of a turquoise-coloured imported silk crepe
embroidered with flowers.
She had, moreover.




the ever-smiling summer face
of hidden thunders shows no trace;
the ever-bubbling laughter started




In the former passage, Flaubert selects the collar, the hair, the
glasses, and the bodice. In the latter, Cao covers every part of the
clothing, the facial features, the carriage and the mood. xi-feng's
passage carries a wider scope than Emma's. Therefore, the latter passage
is more extensive than the former. The resultant effect of Cao's passage
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is a complete picture of the character; whereas Flaubert's heroine is only
a bust portrait. As we will discuss later, while Emma's descriptive
passage leaves much space for development in later passages, the
extensiveness of Xi-feng's description in this passage allows little
chance of other passages continuing the description. That accounts for
the reason that most other narrative works antecedent to Hongloumeng
usually give only one passage, in fact, only several lines to the physical
description of one character, e.g., Zhen Fe 1 in Sanquo yany: ， 三 阖
4
, the major heroes in Shuifuchuan The dpsn r i nh i ve
part of Hongloumeng is distinguished from them by Cao's capability to
extend the description to more than one single piece of presentation.
Further discussions of this will be conducted later.
The more narrowed down or limited the paragraph is, the more it must
go into detail;4 It is self-evident that extensiveness is closely
associated with intensiveness. The Chinese passage includes the major
features of a character, but the description for each feature is limited
to a line, or a phrase, contrarily, the French paragraph places different
weight upon the various features depicted. For instance, while the
description on Xi-feng's hair is as short and brief as her other features,
the description on Emma's hair is elaborated upon- its colour, texture,
shape, and movement- much more than the description of other features.
Every description in Hongloumeng is equally complete but brief, whereas
each description in Madame Bovary is partial with selected details.
Furthermore, the detail in Flaubert's description carries thematic
significance according to many critics. The details of a character's
physical appearance are symbols of the character's personality and
destiny. The partiality in depiction and specified details, therefore,
serve these purposes. In the Chinese work, however, the personality and
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destiny is shown rather in the suggestiveness of the conventional image
than in details. We will discuss the idea of suggestiveness and
conventional quality of description in a later part of this chapter.
After the questions of selecting the scope and the elaborating of
detail, the next point is the arrangement of the scope and detail. The
arrangement in the French paragraph quoted above is conducted through a
physical point of view in a logical way. The physical view-point which is
oriented from a character present in the story includes the physical
distance, the angle of perception, and the visibility degree according to
the light and the surroundings, the viewer is allowed in the fictional
situation. The following is another passage, in Chpater 5, demonstrating
the detailed observation of one of the heroine's physical features: the
eyes. The perspective is her husband's point of view:
In bed in the morning, their heads side by side on the pillow,
he would watch the sunlight glinting on the down of her fair
cheeks, half-hidden by the scalloped ribbons of her nightcap.
Seen so close, her eyes appeared enlarged, especially when she
blinked them open several times in succession on waking. Black
in the shadow, and a rich blue in broad daylight, they seemed to
hold successive layers of colour, darkest at the depths and
growing brighter and brighter towards the surface. His own eyes
would lose themselves in those depths. he saw himself reflected
there in miniature, down to the shoulder, with his silk
handkerchief over his head and his nightshirt open at the
neck. (p. 47)
Au lit, le matin, et cote a cote sur l' oreiller, it regardait la
lumiere du soliel passer parmi le duvet de ses jouse blondes,
que couvraient a demi les pattes escalop6es de son bonnet. Vue
de si pres, ses yeux lui paraissaient agrandis, surtout quand
elle cuvrait pluieurs fois de suite ses paupieres ens'4veillant noirs a l'ombre et bleu fonce au succes,
qui, plus epaisses dans le fond, allaient en s'dclaircissant
vers la surface de 1'4mail. Son oeil, a lui se perdait dans ces
profondeurs, et ii a'y voyait en petit justqu aux epaules, avec
le foulard qui le coiffait et le haut de sa chemise entrouvert.
The description is strictly controlled by the physical view-point of the
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fictional observer. Charles looks at Edmla's eyes at a close distance,
with his eyes on the same level as hers, and in the morning light
penetrating through the window at the back. The seeming change in the
size of her eyes, the movement of the wakening eyelids, the variation of
colours and shades in different light, are rational and logical to the
fictional viewer's visual experience. Moreover, the observer's reflection
in the pupils of the observed further reminds the reader of the spatial
relationship between the observed subject and the observing point of
view. Another instance which can be employed to explain this
representation of view-point can be seen in the description of Emma whom
Charles watches over the table. The object of description moves from the
hair to the front part of the bodice- the movement of the description is
guided and limited by the perspective.
However, not all the descriptions in the Western novels are partial.
In some narrative works, especially the stort stories, a descriptive
passage gives a complete picture of a character. But the descriptive is
always conducted though a persistent agent of point of view. In Heart of
Darkness, for example, the description about the Russian boy is a complete
portrait, from Marlow's perspective. We can see how the operation of the
moving perspective effects the description:
He looks like a harlequin. His clothes had been made of some
stuff that was brown holland probably, but it was covered with
patches all over, with bright patches, blue, red, and yellow-
patches on the back, patches on the front, patches on elbows, on
knees coloured binding round his jacket, scarlet edging at the
bottom of his trousers and the sunshine made him look extremely
gay and wonderfully neat withal, because you could see how
beautifully all this patching had been done. A beardless,
boyish face, very fair, no features to speak of, nose peeling,
little blue eyes, smiles and frowns chasing each other over that
open countenances like sunshine and shadow on a wind-swept
plain. (p. 53)7
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At first sight, this passage resembles one of the descriptive passages in
Hongloumeng in the way that covers the complete physical appearance of the
narrated figure from the clothes to the facial features. But Heart of
Darkness is a short story and the Russian is a minor character, while
Hongloumeng is a much larger volume and Xi-feng an important character.
It is for economic's sake that the portrayal is made in one paragraph in
Conrad's case, but not in Cao's. Moreover, the description of the Russian
contains an interest in the movement of the observer who moves slowly
towards the shore in a boat. When Marlow catches the first glimpse of the
figure, he can only see the clothing, its colour and texture. As the boat
drifts nearer, he can see the patches on the different parts of the body.
coming even closer, he can tell the colour of the binding and the bottom
of his trousers. At last, the viewer comes so close to the character
described that he can see the face. According to this movement of
perspective, the materials are arranged in layered form: like a harlequin
- broom clothing with patches all over- patches on the back, on the
front, etc.,- binding round the jacket, edging at the bottom of the
trousers- a boyish face- facial features- facial expressions. The
extensiveness of description about the Ressian is similar to the major
characters in Hongloumeng, but the description in the English novels can
be explained and understood by perspective whereas that in the Chinese
narrative is not explained or coordinated with the perspective.
In effect, the description in Hongloumeng is presented in a fixed
mode, independent from perspective or any factors in the story. Usually
it is a panoramic view: the camera assumes a constant movement moving
from the head to toe, then a close-up to the face. The physical presence
of viewer in the fictional space is insignificant. Apart from the
physical distance, the Western descriptive passages also manifest the
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observer's understanding towards the observed. For example, Marlow
describes the Russian in the same way one understands a new acquaintance
at first sight: a joyous boy- very different from what he finds him to
be later. The rule of perspective helps to build up the ironical effect.
On the other hand, comparing this passage to the one about Xi-feng, we
discover that the image of the viewer presented in Chapter 3 of
Hongloumeng does not match with the descriptive performance: concerning
the duration, Dai-yu should not have enough time to make such a lengthy
study according to the social decorum, the well-educated girl would not
stare at a newly-encountered aunt from the hair to the under skirt
moreover, at such a tender age, however intelligent she may be, she can
hardly possess an insight like: the ever-smiling summer face/ of hidden
thunders showed no trace/ the ever-bubbling laughter started/ almost
before the lips were parted. The information given by the descriptive
passage is much more than both the physical and the psychological
perspectives would allow. Perhaps we can comprehend better the
independent quality of the descriptive passages in Hongloumeng when we
also see the relationship between one descriptive passage with another or
that between the descriptive passages and the non-descriptive passage.
Before proceeding to the two relationships, however, we may summarize the
three points that we have concluded so far from the primary analysis on
the Chinese descriptive passages: first, the information is broad and
general second, the details are scarce and the third, the observer's
point of view is not a dominating factor in description.
While the intensiveness and extensiveness of the Chinese description
do not correspond to the physical existence of the viewer, the Western one
observes the physical limitations in deciding the scope and detail. In
the former, the handling of scope and detail is independent from the
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physical view-point whereas in the latter, the relationship between the
three is that: extensiveness and intensiveness are unified and dominated
by perspective. This phenomenon is Western description can be explained
by western critical theory. Percy Lubbock, for instance, has expressed
his view about information and perspective in narrative:
He [Turgenev] will watch a character, let us say, cross a field
and enter a wood and sit down under a tree good, it is an
opportunity for gaining a first impression of the man or woman,
it is a little scene, and Turgenev's touch is quick and light.
But then with perfect candour he will show his band he will
draw the reader aside and pour into his ear a flow of
information that openly comes straight from Turgenev himself, in
good pictorial form, no doubt, but information which will never
have its due weight with the reader, because it reposes upon
nothing that he can test for himself. Who and what is this
communicative participator in the business, this vocal author?
He does not belong to the book, and his voice has not that
compelling tone and tune of its own which makes a reader enjoy
hearing it for its own sake.... He had not taken to heart the
8full importance of dramatizing the point of view.
In this passage, Turgenev is accused of not observing the proper way or
ccznnunication. According to Lubbock, the vocal author should be
replaced by the dramatizing of the point of view. By using the
counter-example, we can see that it is the practice of Western description
that the information of the observed should be provided according to the
perspective of the observer.
The relationship between perspective and extensiveness and
intensiveness is illustrated explicitly by Claudio Guillen. In the essay
On the Concept and Metaphor of Perspective, he has given six principal
assumptions:
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1. Painting is a mimetic fiction concerned with visual
appearances.
2. The Central projection and unified space of the painting are
absolutely dependent on the fiction of the single beholder,
i.e., on a unifying point of view.
3. The point of view is attached to both a single and an
immobile eye.
4. Objects are presented as having the same sizes and positions
in relation to one another as they actually do when viewed by
the single eye. Perspectives are relational.
5. These structures, or the connection between them as seen and
their representation on the surface of the canvas, can be
measured and are amenable to geometrical thinking. It was of
course an aesthetic principle of the Italian Renaissance that
beauty is a harmony of the parts with respect to the whole, and
a mathematically correct system of relationship.
6. The most important relational structure is distance, and
things are seen in depth with regard to the point of view, that
is to say, as more or less remote from the spectator.8
The unifying function of point of view in visual art as well db ii,
literature is demonstrated clearly and effectively by these well-defined
principles. The technique in a piece of descriptive writing is unified by
the point of view. Macauley and Lanning express a similar idea in their
Technique in Fiction:
The reader should not feel that he has been told more about a
character than an intelligent observer within the fiction would
indin out .10be capable of f g
Evidently, the descriptive passages in Hongloumeng demonstrate
another concept about the role of the observer. Contrary to the Western
theories discussed above, Cao employs the method of the vocal author.
Moreover, all the information is provided in a complete lot in the first
appearance. If Macauley and Lanning's statement is to be rewritten to
c»t the Chinese practice, it would be: when the reader encounters a
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character, the presentation of the character draws his attention, then the
presenter is left aside until the presentation is over.
The esthetic effect of the mode of presentation of physical
appearance of characters in Chinese narrative can perhaps be better
comprehended by studying a Chinese dramatic feature, liangxiang
泛 相 ，
or making one's first appearance on stage. It is a performing technique
in Chinese drama when a major character is introduced or when an important
event is going to take place. We borrow the dramatic term to explain
Chinese description because both of them share similar characteristics.
The first characteristic is that the image presented is a complete and
general portrait with typical traits, but lacking detail. The second
characteristic is the character's direct appeal to the reader or the
audience. The communication between the character presented and the
readeraudience does not have to pass through the presenting character.
His existence on stage at that moment is not necessitated by any factor
other than for his own sake. Third, the spatial and temporal plane of the
liangxiang is incoordinative to that of the rest of the story. The former
two have been discussed before, and the last one will be discussed later.
Apart from the dramatic tradition, Chinese describing also has a
close relationship with the poetic tradition. We must start from this
poetic tradition to comprehend the conventional images and well-known
symbols used in the presentation of the characters in Hongloumeng. For
example:
a face like the moon of Mid-Autumn,
a complexion like flowers at dawn,
a hairline straight as a knife-cut,
eyebrows that have been painted by an artist's brush,
a shapely nose, and




eyes like a painted phoenix,
eyebrows like willow-leaves;(p. 91)
-2I
6
with cheeks as white and firm as a fresh lychee, and,
a nose as white and shiny as soap made from the whitest
goose-fat. (p. 89)
。 八 〉
Presenting in the traditional metaphoric mode, these lines inherit the
characteristic of brevity and suggestiveness of the poetic tradition.
Through the conventional images and well-known symbols, the writer is
calling up in the reader's mind a type-character rather than building up a
particular personality. Instead of engaging himself with the detail, Cao
appeals to the reader's concept of the type from his reading experience.
Consequently, the description is not represented by reporting the
observation, but by expressing the impressions reflected and arranged
after the observation. The image, since conventional, can be rendered in
a simple way but attains a wholesome effect. By using conventional
images, the physical point of view is even less important in conducting
the how and the what of seeing.
The poetic influence on description is not confined to metaphoric
mode of presentation, but also to the style of discursive writings like:
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rather tall, with sloping shoulders and a slender waist. She
had an oval face under whose well-formed brows large expressive
eyes radiated glances that sparkled with animation.(p. 89)H
釗 鴒 、 诚 膝 桃 禽 才 ， 喁 蛩 賒 免 ，
後 时 巧 項 ， 顧 盼 种 菸 。 口 八 ）
His glance was soulful and from his lips laughter and speech
were hard to tell.(p. 101)
I 4…)
... freshness and liveliness in feature, in delicacy of
expression, handsomeness of figure ...(p. 177)
Far from being original, they resort to the brief but suggestive image.
The reader is invited to complete the portrait by his memory or
imagination. The difference between good and bad type-portrayal is
revealed in the style of language which is demonstrated, in the case of
Hongloumeng, at the couplet by the end of each full-length descriptive
passage:
the ever-smiling summer face
of hidden thunders showed no trace;
the ever-bubbling laughter stated
almost before the lips were parted.(p. 91)
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that [eyes] even in anger seemed to smile, and, as they glared,
beamed tenderness the while.(p. 101)
難 免 岣 女 芙 丨 即 瑱 複 而 有 锁
a world of charm upon that brow was heaped,
a world of feeling from those dark eyes peeped, (p. 101)
寻 嗖 急 特 询 落 ， 表 後 昵 肖 。 （ 三 么 〉
She had more chambers in her heart than the martyred Bi Gan;
And suffered a tithe more pain in it than the beautiful Xi
Shi.(p. 101)
身
to some her studied taciturnity might seem to savour of
duplicity:
but she herself saw in conformity the means of guarding her
simplicity.(p. 188)
1127
We have a few points to note from these lines. First, they exceed the
limitations of physical point of view; for such effective remarks can
neither be made at first sight nor from observation of the appearance
only. This is the point we have made sometime earlier when we say that
Dai—yu is not the true view—point responsible for the description.
Second, these lines constitute the climax to their respective descriptive
passage. While the Western writers elaborate particular details to
emphasis the describing, the Chinese ones make use of their beautifully
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written verses. While the sole attention of the Western description is in
the subject described, the Chinese description demands more attention to
the very means of description itself. The examples we have used are
mainly verses; but the brief and suggestive style of writing also previals
in the colloquial mode of language. In a sentance like: Her lustrous
black hair was done up in a single bun,(p. 96
” 黑 漆 油 七 的
髮 免 ( 三 十 )
, the writing style here is- consistent with the others
quoted before- brief and suggestive.
Finishing by an impressionistic touch, the descriptive passages in
Hongloumeng are heavily favoured by conceptual and reflective qualifites.
As a result, the delineation of the physical features serves for
reflective and conceptual conclusions. The effect of the visual
experience is even further played down. For example, compared with Emma's
portrait which is vivid with every precision and exactitude, the Chinese
characters are conceptualized and blurred. Instead of the look achieved
by the Western describing, the air is conveyed by the Chinese. As
readers, we witness the features coming into shape, then fading out into
the background, and the abstract form emerges up to the fore.
After studying the qualities of descriptive passages, we pass on to
the relationship between one descriptive passage and another. There are
two typical patterns of relationships between two or more passages:
parallel or successive. Hongloumeng belongs to the former, and the
Western ones to the latter.
The parallel structure of Chinese description is seen in the
repetitive and symmetrical pattern of writing. While the number of
passages of the Western description corresponds to the importance of the
character, the Chinese has two at most because of the practice of this
repetitive and symmetrical pattern. To remedy this, the description will
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be continued in other forms of writing, like poems, songs, and the like.
Two descriptive passages about Bao-yu can illustrate the point:
the young gentlemen... had a small jewel-encrusted gold coronet
on the top of his head and a golden headband low down over his
brow in the form of two dragons playing with a large pearl.
He was wearing a narrow-sleeved, full-skirted robe of dark red
material with a pattern of flowers and butterflies in two shades
of gold. it was confined at the waist with a court girdle of
coloured silks braided at regular intervals into elaborate
clusters of knockwork and terminating in long tassels. Over the
upper part of his robe he wore a jacket of slate-blue Japanese
silk damask with a raised pattern of eight large medallions on
the front and with tasselled borders.
On his feet he had half-length dress boots of black satin with
thick white soles.
As to his person, he had:
a face like the moon of Mid-Augtumn,
a complexion like flowers at dawn,
a hairline straight as a knife-cut,
eyebrows that might have been painted by an artist's brush,
a shapely nose, and
eyes clear as limpid pools,
that even in anger seemed to smile,
and, as they glared, beamed tenderness the while.(pp. 100-1)




刀 忽 ， 福 如 名 急 ， 鼻 如 無 胜 , 文 、
,,3
... his side hair was dressed in a number of small braids
plaited with red silk, which were drawn round to join the long
hair at the back in a single large queue of gistenmg jet blac,
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fastened at intervals from the nape downwards with four enormous
pearlse and ending in a jewelled gold clasp. He had changed his
robe and jacket for a rather more worn-looking rose-coloured
gown, sprigged with flowers, he wore the gold torque and his
jade as before, and she observed that the collection of objects
round his neck had been further augmented by a pad loci-shaped
amulet and a lucky charm. A pair of ivy-coloured embroidered
silk trousers were partially visible beneath his gown, thrust
into black and white socks trimmed with brocade. In place of
the formal boots he was wearing thick-soled crimson slippers.
She was even more struck than before by his fresh complexion.
The cheeks might have been brushed with powered and the Hips
touched with rough, so bright was their natural colour.
His Glance was soulful,
yet from his lips the laughter often leaped;
a world of charm upon that brow was heaped;









The two passages share an identical structure concerning the content, the
way of presentation, the point of view, etc. It is not the function of
the second passage to expand or to nrcdify the first; in fact, if the two
are misplaced, there would not be much difference. Again, employing the
RR
liangxiang notion, we can see the character appear twice on stage in
different sets of clothing, but otherwise the length of time, the
distance from the audience are the same. One liangxiang is parallel to
another, not anteceding or succeeding.
Here is another example: Xi-feng has her second liangxiang in
Chapter 6:
Wang Xi-feng had on a little cap of red sable, which she wore
about the house for warmth, fastened on with a pearl-studded
bandeau. She was dressed in a spriged peach-pink gown, with an
ermine-lined skirt of dark-red foreign crepe underneath it, and
a cloak of slate-blue silk with woven coloured insets and
lining of grey squirrel around her shoulders. Her face was
exquisitely made-up. She was sitting on the edge of the kang,





厶 外 免 。 （ 七 孓 ）
Comparing this with the former passage, we can see that there is no
effort made for any kind of elaboration has been made. The description
in Hongloumeng is repetitive and symmetrical.
On the other hand, the descriptive passages in the Western
narratives are of a successive and developmental connection. The process
of the formation of a character is important to the Western descriptive
passages. The following series of descriptions is taken from Madame
Bo vary. The name of our prima donna was mentioned the first time in the
following sentence:
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Charles slected one [of the laths], cut it into sections and
smoothed it down with a piece of broken glass, while the
maidsevant tore up some sheets for bandages and Mademoiselle
Emma tried to sew some pads.(p. 28)
Charles en choisit une [des lattes], la coupa en morceaux et la
polit avec un eclat de vitre, tandis que la servante dechirait
des draps pour faire des bandes, et que Mlle Emma tachait a
coudre des cousinets.
Mlle Emma appears as an identifiable figure in this sentence. But this
is narration, not description. Moreover, it is not the first appearance
of Emma in the story. She is first introduced when Charles sets foot in
Ronault's house.
A young woman, clad in a blue merino dress with three flounces,
appeared in the doorway to welcome Monsieur Bovary, and asked
him into the kitchen.(p. 27)
Une jeune femme, en robe de merino bleu garnie de trois
volants, vint sur le seuil de la maison pour recevoir M.
Bovary, qu'elle fit entrer dans la cuisine, ou flambait un
grand feu.
We have good reasons to believe that this young woman whose position as a
doorkeeper holding the key to the complication of the story cannot be
anybody other than Emma herself. The staging of the character is a
gradual process of revelation: first, we see a blue merino dress with
three flounces without recognising the identity of the person in it in a
sentence a few paragraphs later, we are given the name. Moreover, we are
held back from the direct confrontation of the physical appearance of the
female protagonist until she is mentioned the third time, in a
descriptive passage of sufficient length:
Charles was astonished at the whiteness of her nails. 'Iney
were shiny and tapering, scrubbed cleaner than Dieppe ivory,
and cut almond-shape. Yet her hands were not beautiful, not
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pale enough perhaps, and somewhat hard at the knuckles too
long, as well, with no soft, curving contours. Her beauty was
in her eyes- brown eyes, but made to look black by the dark
lashes: eyes that came to meet yours openly, with a bold
candour. (p. 28)
Charles fut surpris de la blancheur de ses ongles. Its etaient
brillants, fins du bout, plus nettoy4s que les ivoires de
Dieppe, et tailles en amande. Sa Main pourtant n'Aait pas
belle, point assez pale, peut-etre, et un peu seche aux
phalanges elle kait trop longue aussi et sans molles
inflexions de lignes sur les contours. Ce qu'elle avait de
beau, c'etaient les yeux: quoiqu'ils fussent bruns, ils
semblaient noirs a cause des cils, et son regard arrivait
.franchement a vous avec une hardiesse candide.
The extension of the description starts from the fingernails, goes on to
the hand, and ends with the eyes. The three points represent three
stages in the revelation of the physical appearance of the heroine. The
description of the fingernails is detailed, but is common and lacks
character and depth that of the hand is more interesting for it involves
some particularities. The significance of the passage lies in the last
item of description: Her beauty was in her eyes. The presentation of
Emma's physical look reaches its climax at the part on the eyes. The
description goes from the colour and shape- to coincide with the
previous mode of description on the nails and hands- to the expressions
of the eyes, the most special part of the eyes with which the description
leaves off. Transitions from one item to another is not only a matter of
difference in kind but also a progression in degree. The three parts of
the description, however, are balanced quantitatively. The description
of the physical appearance is arranged in parts and according to the
degree of importance. The development of description in one paragraph
also reflects the development in several paragraphs.
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It takes a series of paragraphs to render the complete form of the
heroine. When the description above leaves off at the eyes, it is resumed
four paragraphs later. After the fingernails, hand and eyes, now we have
the top part of the dress, the cheeks, the neck, and the hair to complete
the bust of the portraiture. With the white collar mentioned at the
beginning of the passage, we are reminded of the blue merino dress
mentioned earlier, thus bringing an organic connection between this
passage with the first one we have quoted just now. With these passages,
we have a fully outlined and colouring painting of a young pretty woman:
blue dress, white collar, white nails, not-white-enough hands, rosy
cheeks, black hair, brown eyes and black lashes. In the first passage,
the description is fairly elaborated. Her first appearance in a blue
dress is a quick general impression the next from the fingers to the eyes
touches off the most prominent feature of the external look, i.e., the
eyes, but is limited in a brief account then the one on the colour of the
eyes in morning light is ablt to convey the prettiness and uniqueness of
the eyes. The succeeding ones in sequential order exceed the preceeding
ones in intensity and quality of description. And the difference in the
degree of description makes it possible for the preceeding passages to
take up a feature mentioned before to substantiate and illustrate the
preceeding description: the mentioning of a blue dress would seem
inconsequential if not succeeded by later connections which ceate a blue
aura around Ana and the wonderful description on the colours of the eyes
would appear abrupt and unnatural if not prepared for by the bold candour
in the look. From the dress, to the finger, the eyes, the hair, then the
eyes again, the female protagonist is identifiable and vivid to the reader.
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From these passages, we manage to see at least two aspects in
Flaubert's presentation of his Emma: first, the way that the figure is
dissected into fragments to be presented part by part second, the way
that he puts these fragments into an order from general impressions to
specific details. The resultant effect is that the reader has to pick up
the units from various passages, combine them to form a mosaic picture of
Flaubert's heroine. It is realistic to real life in the way that we tend
to conglomerate several images of a person as we know a person more and
more.
As we have indicated in the earlier part of this chapter, a Western
descriptive passage has a narrower scope of material to present but with
more details. Studying the chain of passages in a successive order, we
may have a better picture of the way of presentation of characters in a
Western narrative:
She was dressed in white muslin, with a hundred frills and
flounces, and knots of pale-coloured ribbons. She was
bareheaded but she balanced in her hand a large parasol, with
a deep border of embroidery and she was strikingly, admirably
pretty.
How pretty they are! thought Winterbourne ...(P. 92)11
In this passage, Daisy's dress is decribed but not net pnysicai
features. The impression that she is pretty is not achieved by herself
but by virtue of her clothes, as the observer proclaims how pretty they
are! (Underlines mine). Since this is the first passage describing the
heroine, a general impression is presented. The adjective pretty,
emphasized by two strong adverbs strikingly and admirably is the
keyword for the description, to end this passage and to prepare for the
next. The second descriptive passage, which takes place two pages away
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from the first, again starts from her dress, elaborates on her eyes, and
finishes off with her facial features:
The young lady inspected her flounces and smoothed her
ribbons again, and Winterbourne presently risked an observation
upon the beauty of the view. He was ceasing to be embarrassed,
for he had begun to perceive that she was not in the least
embarrassed herself. There had not been the slightest
alternation in her charming complexion she was evidently
neither offended nor fluttered. If she looked another way when
he spoke to her, and seemed not particularly to hear him, this
was simply her habit, her manner. Yet, as he talked a little
more, and pointed out some of the objects of interest in the
view, with which she appeared quite unacquainted, she gradually
gave him more of the benefit of her glance and then he saw
that this glance was perfectly direct and unshrinking. It was
not, however, what would have been called an immodest glance,
for the young girl's eyes were singularly honest and fresh.
They were wonderfully pretty eyes and, indeed.. Winterbourne
had not seen for a long time anything prettier than his fair
countrywoman's various features- her complexion, her nose, her
ears, her teeth. He had a great relish for feminine beauty he
was addicted to observing and analyzing it and as regards this
young lady's face he made several observations. It was not at
all insipid, but it was not exactly expressive and though it
was eminently delicate, Winterbourne mentally accused it- very
forgivingly- of a want of finish. (p. 94)
This descriptive passage is interrupted by winterbourne• s re leUtwllD Gil1U
judgements. The hero's presence is significant for it reminds the reader
of the origin of perspective. The observer knows the heroine well enough
to give the comments and explanations of the plances. Up to now,
therefore, we have, for Daisy's portrait, the clothes, the manner, and,
finally, the glance. Since Daisy Miller is a short story, the writer
managers to have the particularity of the heroine's physical appearance,
i.e., the glance, shown after a few passages. Some other features,
however, are still needed for a complete picture. So we have, two pages
later, her posture and her voice:
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She was very quiet she sat in a charming, tranquil attitude,
but her lips and her eyes were constatnly moving. She had a
soft, slender, agreeable voice, and her tone was decidedly
sociable.(p. 95).
The three passages we quoted from Daisy Miller is a presentation in
three stages, from the general to the specific, from the common to the
particular. The reader comes to know the heroine more and more it is in
accordance with the normal cognition process of real life.
In James' and Flaubert's stories, there exists between the passages
not only a dispersion of physical features but also a progress in the
detail of the features. Flaubert displays the special qualities of
Emma's eyes in different passages from the general impression: Her
beauty is in her eyes to the close inspection in which He saw himself
reflected there in minature. The same trend of development can be seen
in Daisy Miller, in which James builds up the image from Winterbourne's
impressionistic remarks to the detailed analysis of the glance. The
difference between the two is that while Flaubert employs the physical
delineation of the eyes, James makes use of psychological analysis for an
explanation of the glance. But the common point among the two is that
the relationship between the descriptive passages is developmental.
On the contrary, as we noted before, the relationship between the
descriptive passages in Hongloumeng is repetitive and symmetrical. One
of the reasons is that, as we have mentioned before, the extensiveness of
description in Hongloumeng deprives the possibilities of further
development. Another reason is that the features are described generally
in cliches, therefore there is no distinction from one to another. Here
are two lines from the two passages about Bao-yu showing how conventional
expressions repeat the general look of a feature, without expansion or
development:
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1st passage: a face like the moon of Mid-Autumn
2nd passage: the cheek might have been brushed with powder
4
1st passage: eyes clear as limpid pools
辟 装 权 ： 成
2nd passage: a world of feeling from those dark eyes peeped
Compared with Cao, Flaubert mentions a feature of minor importance only
once, e.g. the fingers appear only in one paragraph; but a feature of
major importance is expanded and elaborated when mentioned the second
time, e.g. the eyes appear in different lights in the various
paragraphs. That is to say, if Flaubert is given the above quoted lines,
he would either delete the short descriptions in the second paragraph or
provide greater detail to the face or eyes, the colour, the shape, the
texture and the movement. The relationship between descriptive paragraphs
in Hongloumeng is, therefore, non-successive, non-developmental, but
parallel and repetitious.
We must point out that in Madame Bovary, however, not all the
descriptive passages are successive and developmental. In one, for
instance, in Part II Chapter 7, when Emma helps to pick up the basin, and
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to prepare the sugar water, the description is a general impression of
Emma's appearance: it is repetitious to the former ones rather than
developmental. The significance of the paragraph lies in the point of
view, which belongs to Rudolph Boulanger in his first encounter with
Emma. The passage shows as much Emma's appearance as Rudolph's
psychological activities. Therefore, the passage does not repeat the
previous ones, but works at the thematic significance.
While a major descriptive passage on Emma is anticipated or supported
by the mentioning of the dress and the name; the descriptive passage about
Xi-feng is also supported by some other sentences, but in a different
way. The passage on Xi-feng, for example, is preceeded by a descriptive
passage on Patience 丨 早 免 ：
Patience, who was standing by the edge of the Kang, made a rapid
assessment of Granddie Liu and judged it sufficient to greet her
with a civil how-do-you-do and an invitation to be seated.
Grannie Liu looked at the silks and satins in which Patience was
dressed, the gold and silver ornaments in her hair, her beauty
of feature.(p. 158)
4 I4
都 ， 急 叙 。 （ ： 七
Patience is a miniature of Xi-feng. We can see how the silks and satins
is a simplified version of Xi-feng's splendid clothings.
Her dress had a fitted bodice and was made of dark red silk
damask with a pattern of flowers and butterflies m raised gold
Her jacket was lined with ermine. It was of a slate-blue stuff
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with wove insets in coloured imported silk crepe embroidered
with flowers.(p. 91)
and
... a little cap of red sable, which she word about the house
for warmth, fastened on with a pearl-studded bandeau. She was
dressed in a sprigged peach pink gown, with an ermine-lined
skirt of dark-red foreign crepe underneath it, and a cloak of
slate-blue silk with woven coloured insets and lining of grey
squirrel around her shoulders.(pp. 159- 60)
And see also how Patience's "gold ana silver ornaments in her hair" was
expanded in Xi-feng's hair dressings:
Her chignon was enclosed in a circlet of gold filigree ana
clustered pearls. It was fastened with a pin embellished with
flying phoenixes, from whose beaks pearls were suspended on tiny
chains. (p.91)
And not to mention that Patience's beauty of teature is a simplified
version of Xi-f eng' s pretty features:




the elaboratedBy juxtaposition of the simple description on Patience aria
description on Xi-feng, we hope to show that there is also successiveness
in the description in Hongloumeng, best occurs in the relationship between
the descriptions about different characters rather than between
descriptive passages of one character. Therefore, we may explain, in a
the difference between the Chinese and Western description in the
concept of time and space.
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As a Western descriptive passage develops the idea of the preceeding
and indicates a direction for the following, the predominant feature of
the relationship between the passages is time sequence. For the Chinese
passages, on the other hand, the main difference between the passages is
the setting, 'or the situation in which the character is placed their
relationship -lies in space. The notion of time opposed to space is
postualated by Edwin Muir in The Structure of the Novel.13 Muir's
theory is designed for the distinction between dramatic novel and
character novel. But this theory is also applicable to description. The
dramatic novel is similar to the description in the Western novels and
the character novel resembles the description in Hongloumeng:
the imaginative world of the dramatic novel is in Time,- the
imaginative would of the character novel in Space. In the one,
this roughly is the arguement, Space is more or less given, and
the action is built up in time in the other, Time is assumed,
and the action is a static pattern, continuously redistributed
and reshuffled, in Space.14
If we want our arguement to be conducted in a same way, it woula De 11K%:-.
this: the presentation of the Chinese character tends to be mainly in
time the presentation of the Western character tends to be mainly in
space. In the one, space is more or less given, and the relation between
passages are built up in time in the other, time is assumed, and the
relation is a static pattern, continuously redistributed and reshuffled,
in space. But the distinction between time and space is not absolute, as
Muir points out: it is all a question of the predominating
We will not go into detail on the relationship between
element. 15
and time. 16 Applying the notion to description, we can find that
space
the West generally follows mainly the temporal movement while the Chinese
is operated mainly according to the setting in space.
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After examining the property of a descriptive passage in itself as
well as in relation to the others, we may now proceed to the property in
relation to the non-describing part of the narrative. Western narrative
attempts an organic combination between descriptive and non-descriptive
parts. The point of view, selection and arrangment of information are
conditioned by narrated events. Emma, for instance, is presented part by
part according to the necessity and probability of the events. Emma is
first presented in the form of an anonymous and obscure being, when
Charles arrives at the Ronaults's the first time. In the sentence:
A young woman, clad in a blue marino dress with three clounces,
appeared in the doorway to welcome Monsieur Bovary, and asked
him into the kitchen.(p. 28)
The unidentified figure leaves the focus of the sentence to the action uL
the named hero. The description phrase is toned down so that the action
that Charles enters the house is the dominating event. Contrarily, the
first staging of important characters in Hongloumeng is very much
emphasized. Event is secondary. When Erna appears the second time, she
is named but the named is inserted into one of the pair of subordinate
clauses, the main clause is still engaged with Charles and his action:
Charles selected one [of the laths 1. brcut ir- oken 1 while the
smoothed it down with a piece of glassand, Mademoisellemaidservant tore up some sheets for bandages
Emma tried to sew some pads.(p. 28)
Syntactically, Emma' s rirsL LCw arrGU=-u••-
actions. Charles has been the focus since the beginning of the story.
After the indirect introduction, she is finally given a full descriptive
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paragraph. But throughout the early portrayal of the heroine, the point
of view is oriented from Charles.
The first descriptive passage would not be perceived and noted for
its full significance and competence if not read against the background of
the narrating development: the fingers draw the reader's attention
becuasetia was sucking the fingers which are picked in the sewing of
bandages for the father who has got a fracture which Charles is sent for.
The content of the descriptive passage, though void of action, is closely
connected with the plot all through. The description is successive and
coherent to the other parts of the narrative.
The developement of the description is also influenced by the
observer's relation to the observed. Charles' response is always
explicite: Charles was astonished...,... that the country doctor has
never seen in his life before, His own eyes would lose themselves in
those depths. They represent the various stages of Charles' knowledge
and intimacy to Enma, from acquaintance to wife therefore, the
description from general to detail. The description paragraphs are
constructed and arranged according to plot. The development of the
descriptive passages is integrated and interacting with narrated events.
The interdependence and interpenetrating of the two achieve the effect of
unity.
While the relationship between describing and narrating in Madame
Bis closely interrelated, Hongloumeng, manifests a different mode of
Bovary
relationship. The describing part in the Chinese narrative is relatively
more independent. As soon as a major character comes on to the stage,
(s)he is posed for a complete but brief appearance. The development of
the plot does not influence the length or scope of description. If in
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Madame Bo vary there is a unity and connection between the description and
the other parts; then, for Hongloumeng, the description has an integral
property.
The relationship between the descriptive passages and the
non-descriptive passages is shown in the representation of time, including
duration and speed. This is the third characteristic that the Chinese
description shares with deramatic art as mentioned before. The system of
time represented in Madame Bovary is a unitary one. For instance,
Charles1 first observation of Emma is made when the bandaging takes
place. The duration of time of bandaging coincides with the time needed
for the observation. The connection between the description and the rest
is marked immediately afterwards: As soon as the dressing is over...
une fois le pansement fait.... (p. 28) Dressing provides the time
allowance for the first piece of description. The next piece takes place
when Charles and Emma are at table, facing each other eating. The event
of eating provides another chance for observation. In Hongloumeng,
however, the insertion of a descriptive passage does not have to wait for
a temporal gap in between events. For instance, there is no event that
may provide a temporal gap for Xi-feng's appearance. The fifteen-lines
panoramic description of Xi-feng is preceeded by the narrated event that:
a hoanhifni vnnnn wnmn pntprpd from the room... surrounded by a
bevy of serving women and maids(p. 11)
暴 . ‘ 氤 暴 、 感 ― ― ― ，
1 4 4
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arid succeeded by: Dai-yu immediately rose
to meet them (p. 91)




no indication between these two lines that time is allowed for a whole
description to take place. The temporal system in the description is
independent of narrating. Therefore, in Chinese narrative, the
representation of time is multi-system, contrasting with the uni-system in
Western narrative.
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The descriptive technique, in. Madame Bovary though very sophisticated
can be explained in the basic principles -of Western critical theory. Here
is an except from one of the text books for freshmen, Modern description
in Developing Writing Skills:
What seem to be the standards or principles of modern
description? First of all, most readers refuse to accept long
blocks of description. They want it worked into the story
naturally so that narration, exposition, description, and
argumentation become intermingled and inseparable. Secondly,
they want all description to be FUNCTIONAL that is, it must
contribute something to be atmosphere or mood, to the
development of character, or to the main idea. They will no
longer read description for its own sake. Third, readers want
the description to be selective they want the writer to include
to
only the details which support his ideas. The expect him 18
avoid slowing down his story by-description more than enough.
Although this would seem an oversimplification o the LWLL.y L.=.LJL„emu
techniques in the Western novels, this passage explains clearly the
rhetoric principles underlying the writing of these narratives. These
principles explain most of the phenomena in the Western novels we have
chosen. On the contrary, Hongloumeng seems to violate every item of these
principles. Among these Western principles, there is one dominant
feature: unity. Opposing to this unity, the Chinese narrative works at
the principles of diversity.
Although the notion of diversity is seldom discussed in Chinese
poetics, it is embedded in realised esthetic experiences. A Chinese
reader never looks for consistent points of view, functional descriptions,
or selective details. When a Western critic accuses Chinese narrative as
loosely-constructed or digression-laden, he fails to comprehend and
appreciate the phenomena in the context of Chinese culture proper. A
traditional Chinese reader enjoys a piece of description as he enjoys a
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liangxiang in opera. He wants to see a character in full light as soon as
the character comes on the stage, and expects a pause in motion, in event
and in music, all but a several-seconds' static representation. In that
instant, the audience rejoices at the familiar image appealing directly to
him. He finds so much pleasure in the little liangxiang that his
neighbouring Western audience is at a lost to share. Diversity is never a
defect.
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Chapter IV: Verse Sections
The presence of verse writing is one of the formal characteristics of
Chinese narrative. The role of verse in Hongloumeng, however, has never
been studied systematically. Francis K.H. So has made a study of the verse
sections in Xiyiuch 14 , which, according to him, serves to
dispel the monotony in style, to help bring out an outstanding inpression
and picture of the location where some happening will eventually occur,
and to mark the pompous occasion when immortal peaches and gifts are
presented to Tathagata. While the last point is exclusively applied to
Xiyiuchi, the other two can be applicable to Hongloumeng as well.
In our study in this chapter, we find that the verse sections of
Hongloumeng serve three major functions: first, to visualize the personal
qualities of characters into sinple images? second, similar to one of So's
points about Xiyiuchi, to foretell the future of events or, in our case,
also the fate of characters; third, to condense and concretize life into
scenes. There are no Western examples for comparison because verse
sections do not exist in Western realistic narrative. Unlike So, we will
not take an English romance for comparison because of the generic
differences.3 The functions enhanced by verse sections in Hongloumeng
are achieved in other ways in the Western realistic novels.
The first function is to show the characters' personalities in visual
images. There are four subdivisions under this function: first, one
moment and one image are pictorialized in verse to supplement the
information delineated by prose writings? second, the aspirations and
needs hardly conveyed by prose writings are revealed in the verse
sections? third, the characters or events are evaluated and judged in the
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verse sections, and; fourth, verse concludes and recapitulates an event
previously taken place.
For the first subdivision, verse presents a character's personality
in a visual image. While narrative and dramatizing passages unfold a
personality in a discursive way, the verse sections present it in a static
and concrete image. As a matter of fact, the verse sections can also be
discursive; but in this subdivision, we mainly consider the metaphoric
mode of presentation. Dai-yu's personality, for example, is represented
by flowers in verse. In the Eulogy of Flowen vol. 2 pp.
38-39), the subject of the poem shifts between the flowers and the
person. It seems that the flowers are equivalent to the heroine. The
whole piece of verse is the expansion of the metaphor that Dai-yu is the
fallen flowers. The verse sections are supplement any to the narrating
passages which recount the character's actions, or the dramatizing
passages which relate the character's speeches, or the descriptive
passages which delineates the character's appearance. The verse sections
present the character indirectly through associative images.
The presentation of a character's personality in a simple visual
image in verse resembles the descriptive style discussed in the last
chapter. Description presents the appearance, yet the verse sections is
all embracing in scope. But we can see that a static and pictorial image
in the presentation of a character in Hongloumeng is possible.
The second subdivision is that poetry reveals the aspirations and
needs which are otherwise impossible to perceive in narrative or
dramatizing passages. The personality of Bao-chai, for example, has
always been shown in actions or speeches as a modest lady observing
closely the social decorums, pleasing everybody and having no ambitions.
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We know the tranquility and sinplicity in her external look from
descriptive passages in, for instances, Chapters 8 and 28; we know her
good-women's senses in the dramatizing passages in, for instances,
Chapters 37 and 42. We quote these two passages so that we can contrast
them with a verse section taken place later:
But what am I saying all this for? Spinning and sewing is the
proper occupation for girls like us. Any time we have left over
from that should be spent in reading a few pages of some
improving book- not on this sort of thing. (Vol. 2 p. 203)
II
4-3 ,1
So you see, in the case of us girls it would probably be better
for us if we never learned to read in the first place.... As
for girls like you and me: spinning and sewing are our proper
business. What do we need to be able to read for? But since we
can read, let us confine ourselves to good, improving books
(Vol. 2 p. 333)




We have been told that Bao-chai is a humble, modest and self-sufficient
girl in these statements. However, the verse sections give us a quite
different view of this important character:
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In mazy downstairs over the marble forecourt.
Wind-whorled, into trim fluff-balls forming-
like flattering moths or silented bees swarming,
Not for us a tomb in the running waters.
Or the earth's embalming.
The filaments whence we are formed remained unchanging,
No matter what separates or unifies.
Do not, earth-child, our rootlessness despise:
When the strong wind comes, he will whirl us upward






Such is another dimension of the modest girl's mind. This verse section
is at one time both metaphoric and discursive: metaphoric that Bao-chai
is the willow catkins
5
, discursive that the qualities of willow
catkins are optimistic and ambitious. This tzu helps us to understand
more of the character; moreover, it sheds a new light on the two dialogues
we quoted before: the open declaration of her humbleness and
submissiveness is all but lip service. The didactic tone sounds false and
vain. Therefore, the contrast of the information rendered through the
verse and the non-verse sections constitutes an ironic effect. Without
the verse sections, we would miss the real face of the character; without
the verse sections, we would even be unaware of the ironic undertones
behind the open-declarations.
Pnr the third subdivision, the reader can find in the verse sections
Page 11
the author's value judgement on the various characters. The author
prevents giving commentaries on the characters in the narrating sections
of the book, whether on their intelligence, beauty, temperament or
manner. But he ranks the girls by using verses, first by the verses they
write, then by the discussions and remarks that the other characters make.
The author's intention to rank Dai-yu and Bao-chai on the same level
is shown in the juxtapositioning of the poems written by them. For
example, in Chapter 37, each of the girls writes a poem on the title
Idyls on White Pyrus' , using the same theme, rhyme and
form so that the contrasts become more obvious
Dai-yu:
Beside the half-raised blind, the half-closed door,
Crushed ice for earth and white jade for the pot,
Three parts of whiteness from the pear-tree stolen,
One part from plum for scent (which pear has not)-
Moon-maidens stitched them with white silken thread,
And virgins' tears and new-made flowers did spot,
Which now, like bashful maids that no word say,







Guard the sweet scent behind closed courtyard door,
And with prompt waterings dew the mossy pot.
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The carmine hue their summer sisters wore
These snowy autumn blossoms envy not-
For beauty in plain whiteness best appears,
And only in white jade is found no spot.
Chaste, lovely flowers! Silent, they seem to pray





〔 如 仰 九 ）
These two poems are the incarnations of the two female characters
respectively. The difference between their personality is shown in the
opposing expressions between the two poems. For instance, Beside the
half-raised blind, the half-closed door deliberately contrasts with
Guard the sweet scent behind closed courtyard door. Two contrasting
temperaments are highlighted in these poems. Another example can be found
in the instance when they play the drinking game of jiuling
Chanter 63. Formallv. a iiulina is comnrised of a title and a verse
line. For Bao-chai, the title is Empress of the Garden'
and the verse is Yourself lack nassion, vet can others move
一 | ‘
、 ? and for Dai-vu. the title is Mourner of the Autumn
Mere . and the verse is Your own self, not the East wind,
is your undoing 嚷汔羡必爱 4 Poen} V
1 o a
caricature of Bao-chai as hibiscus
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these examples that, first, the personalities are caricatured in verse
sections, as we have discussed before, second, some of the characters are
brought together for comparisons in their poetic creation or the verses
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concerning them, and, third, the author criticizes each character through
the verses corresponding to them.
Furthermore, in this last point, the author's opinions and judgements
are reflected through the discussions and interpretations of the other
characters. For example, the Idyls on White Pyrus quoted above are
compared and rated in the discussions of the other characters:
Yes, this [written by Dai-yu] is the best, they said. This
is the best of the four.
For elegance and originality, yes, said Li Wan;
But for character and depth I prefer Lady All-spice's.
... siad Bao-yu... I think we ought to reconsider the placing
of All-spice's and River Queen's contributions.(Vol.2 p. 124)
黑、〈看 3 1
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Li Wan voices out the essence of the two major female characters:
Bao-chai has character and depth while Dai-yu has elegance and
originality. But when Dai-yu is considered second to Bao-chai, we are
aware of the commentator's personality which is described in Chapter 3 as
the withered tree and dead ashes Therefore,
she is the representative of the sophisticated and futile masses who
prefer the pretentions Bao—chai to the true Dai—yu. The author chooses to
voice his own preference through Bao-yu, who, however, can only protest
against the unimaginative world's judgement in the mildest and fablest
way. The author makes frequent use of the discussions on poetic works of
the major characters for commentary purposes. Other examples can be found
in Chapters 38 and 70. If we compare these verse sections and the
discussions concerned with what we can see from the non-verse sections, we
have two completely opposite pictures of the characters1 personalities.
Here is an example of non-verse writing in which the author tries to give
an image of Bao-chai from the popular view of the unimaginative and
pragmentic world:
And now suddenly this Xue Bao-chai had appeared on the scene
- a young lady who, though very little older than Dai-yu,
possessed a grown-up beauty and a plomb in which all agreed
Dai-yu was her inferior. Moreover, in contrast to Dai-yu with
her air of lofty self-sufficiency and total obliviousness to all
who did not move on the same exalted level as herself, Bao-chai
had a generous, accomodating disposition which greatly endeared
her to subordinates, so that even the tiniest maid looked on
Miss Bao-chai as a familiar friend. Dai-yu could not but feel
somewhat put out by this- a fact of which Bao-chai herself,
however, was totally unaware.(p. 124)
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When we are told that Dai-yu is Bao-chai's inferior, and that Dai-yi
feels to be put out by Bao-chai who is, however, totally unaware, we
must be aware of the stand-point of the all, who no more intelligent
than the subordinates or the tiniest maids. First of all, the author
places directly in front of the audience a superficial view of the
character in non-verse sections, next he reveals indirectly another
dimension of the character through the verse sections. Therefore, the
verse sections are complementary to the other sections in the revelation
of the characters.
The fourth subdivision is that the verse sections recapitulate and
conclude the ideas recounted by previous narrating or dramatizing passages
to reinforce the general impression of a character or an event significant
to the presentation of a personality. Here are several verse sections
which function to bring a conclusion to the event just presented in
another form of writing, as well as to highlight the temperament of the
character:
Tears filled each flower and grief their hearts perturbed.
And silly birds were from their nests distrubed.
The author of the preceding couplet has given us a quatrain in
much the same vein:
Few in this world fair Frowner's looks surpassed,
None matched her store of sweetness unexpressed.
The first sob scarcely from her lips had passed,
When blossoms fell and birds flew off distressed.(p. 525)
龙 对 明 、 連 - 奔 福 未 、 果
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Dai-yu is melancholy over her sojourning in Jia's family. The flowers and
birds which are originally the objects in the setting in the previous
paragraphs become vehicles to convey the temperament of the heroine.
These verse lines function to recapitulate the former scene and reinforce
the impression that the author wants to give to the character. Another
example serving to recapitulate the event and to bring out the mood of the
character is shown in the follows:
Flowers in my eyes and bird-song in my ears
Augment my loss and mock my bitter tears. (Vol. 2 p. 42]
it 1$£
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These two lines render Bao-yu's sadness over the realization that one day
the fair companions will all pass away. Bao-yu's mood is not the same as
Dai-yu1 s; yet in both of the cases, birds and flowers are used as
vehicles. There are two points to note of these vehicles: first, since
they are present in the setting narrated or described in the passages
before these verse lines, the rementioning of them reinforce the function
of recapituation and conclusion; but, second, the repeated use of the same
vehicles does not cause any confusion semantically because it is the mood
of the character which is important, not the objects themselves.
In concluding these four aspects of the first function of the verse
sections in Hongloumeng, we have to repeat that the verse sections enable
the reader to discover another dimension of the personalilty of some of
the major characters; without these verse sections, we would find it more
difficult or even impossible to see the complexity of these creation of
these personalities
The second function of the verse sections is to foretell the future
of the characters or the events. The prophetic function of the verse
sections is revealed as early as the middle of Chapter 1. The very first
piece of prophetic poetry of the book is about the fate of Ying-lian:
Fond man, your pampered child to cherish so-
That caltrop-glass which shines on melting snow!
Beware the high feast of the fifteenth day.
When all in smoke and fire shall pass away! (p. 56
養 端 兮 笑 故 ， 言 汔 呤 如 言
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The narrating part of the story so far has portrayed a well-to-do family
and a care-free scholar. The characters involved indulge in an easy life
without the slightest idea of sudden changes in fate. We must go to the
later part of the book to understand the full significance of the poem.
Therefore, we can see that the poem is not consistent to what we see in
the non-verse sections in the chapter. The verse sections tell another
level of the story inaccessible to the non-verse sections. Moreover, this
first prophetic poem also has a significance in establishing the
reliability of the prophesy conveyed.
A group of prophetic poems can be found in Chapter 5. Still at the
beginning of the story when these characters are barely mentioned and
introduced, the fate of the female characters is exposed indrectly through
the verse sections. From the verse sections, the reader learns some
information about the characters quite different from the other sections.
Althouah the Buddhist priest in Chapter 1 has accounted for the prelife of
the major characters, there is no mentioning of their fate in the
non-verse sections. It is the verse sections that carry out the mission
of prophesying their ends. Moreover, apart from the fate of the
individual female characters, the verse sections in Chapter 5 also
prophesy the general end of the Jia household. The last of the songs of
A Dream of Golden Dayi
5”2
is most representative:
Epilogue: The Birds Into The Wood Have Flown
The office jack's career is blighted,
The rich man's fortune now all vanished,
The kind with life have been requited,
The cruel exemplarily punished;
The one who owed a life is dead,
The tears one owed have all been shed.
Wrongs suffered have the wrongs done expiated;
The couplings and the sunderings were fated.
Untimely death sin in some part life shows,
But only luck a blest old age bestows.
The disillusioned to their convents fly,
The still deluded miserably die.
Like birds who, having fed, to the woods repair,
They leave the landscape desolate and bare.(p. 144)
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This song iirplies, at the same time, the doom of the individual
characters, the destiny of the complete household, or even the fate of the
human race as a whole. The theme of the group of songs on A Dream of the
Golden Days is similar to the Daoist priest's Won-Done Song ” 4
which is interpreted by Zhen Shi-yin's commentary in Chapter 1
Mean hovels and abandoned halls
Where courtiers once paid daily calls:
Bleak haunts where weeds and willows scarcely thrive
Were once with mirth and revelry alive.
Whilst cobwebs shroud the mansion's gilded beams,
The cottage casement with choice muslin gleams.
Would you of perfumed elegance recite?
Even as you speak, the raven locks turn white.
Who yesterday her lord's bones laid in clay,
On silken bridal-bed shall lie today.
Coffers with fold and silver filled:
Now, in a trice, a tramp by all reviled.
One at some other's short life gives a sigh,
Not knowing that he, too, goes home- to die!
The sheltered and well-educated lad,
In spite of all your care, may turn out bad?
And the delicate, fastidious maid
End in a foul stews, plying a shameful trade.
The judge whose hat is too small for his head
Wears, in the end, a convict's cangue instead.
Who shivering once in rags bemoaned his fate,
Today finds fault with scarlet robes of state.
In such commotion does the world's theatre rate:
As each one leaves, another takes the stage
In vain one leaves, another takes the stage
In vain we roam:
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Each in the end must call a strange land home.
Each of us with that poor girl may compare
















From concrete individual fate to the abstract theory of the destiny of
human life, the verse sections reverse the process of narration. They
transcend the progress of development rendered by non-verse parts.
The identity of the writers of some of these prophetic verses
j r
indicates further the nature of these verses and reinforces the effect.
For the examples we have quoted above, the twelve beauties poems and the
songs of A Dream of Golden Days are written by the fairies; Won-Done
Song and the one on Ying-lian are sung by the priests; even the
interpretative piece is proclaimed by Zhen Shi-yin who is to turn into an
immortal shortly afterwards. The arrangement that these verses are voiced
through immortal characters gives the prophetic poems a transcendental
overtone. Therefore, the reliability of the prophetic meaning of these
verses is beyond doubt.
As a matter of fact, not all of the prophetic verses are voiced by
immortals. A large amount of the verses telling the fate of a character
is made by the character him- or herslef. For instance, in Chapter 22,
when the characters are exchanging dengmi or lantern riddles,
they disclose the secret of their own fate. For example, Yuen-chun
in her riddle on fire-crackers, implies her royal marriage and prophesies
her early death:
At my coming the devils turn pallid with wonder.
My body's all folds and my voice is like thunder.
When, alarmed by the sound of my thunderous crash,
You look round, I have already turned into ash.(p. 448)
I4
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Ihe prophetic verses written by the characters themselves are not as
obvious as those told by the immortals. Therefore, the meaning implied
can be very elastic: the fire-cracker can be herself, her family, or any
kind of accomplishment in the world. Similarly, Dai-yu's riddle on
incense-clock also indicates the sad ending of her life of love:
At court levee my smoke is in your sleeve;
Music and beds to other sorts I leave,
With me, at dawn you need no watchman's cry,
At night no maid to bring a fresh supply.
My head burns through the night and through the day,
And year by year my heart consumes away.
The precious moments I would have you spare:




Dai-yu is wasting her life in the desperate struggle against the
indifferent and corrupt world; she is consuming herself like the incense.
Similarly, Bao-chai's Bamboo wife 访 失 人
also foretells her own
destiny:
My eyes cannot see and I'm hollow inside.
When the lotuses surface, I'll be by your side.
When the autumn leaves fall I shall bid you adieu,




She foretells unconsciously her future marriage which is beyond her
expectation and ends miserably. The prophetic meaning of these riddles,
since less direct than those spoken by the immortals, are pointed out
specially through Jia Zheng's remarks:
What can it be that makes these innocent young creatures all
produce language that is so tragic and inauspicious? It is
almost as if they were all destined to be unfortunate and
short-lives and were unconsciously foretelling their destiny,
(p. 450)
4,‘
Here, the author employs the on-looker Jia Zheng to point out explicitely
the prophetic significance of these riddles. For these examples, we can
see that the prophetic verses, with their lyrical tone, condenseness and
suggestiveness, bypass the development of the story rendered by the non-
verse parts so that a special structure of the story is built: by
inserting from time to time into the story the destiny of the characters
the verse sections play a melancholic undertone all through the story.
However, this prophetic function is different from the characterisation we
have mentioned in the first function though in some cases a poem can both
foretell the fortune and reveal the personality at the same time, e.g.,
OH
the Eulogy of Flowers indicates Dai-yu's temperament as well as implies
her death.
Finally we come to the third function of the verse sections in
Hongloumeng: life is condensed into a few individual scenes. A certain
period of time is contracted into a short space and the various human
activities are represented by a few typical ones. The four Garden Nights
液 的 老 ? | 辟
in Chapter 23 is a typical example of this. In these
poems, there is no specific event to be narrated; nothing of consequential
significance takes place during the first year that Bao-yu moves into the
garden. Therefore, the poems express the mood and the general feelings in
scenes. In these four pieces of poetry presenting the concrete and
specific scenery of the four seasons, life is presented in its most
condensed and economic way.
Other minor functions of the verse sections in Hongloumeng include
transitions from one event to the other, the demonstration of the author's
poetic talent, and a higher status for the narrative. With its unique way
of expression such as contracting events into concrete images and
condensed time, verse is able to convey what is otherwise inpossible to
convey. Inserting into the narrating, describing and dramatizing parts,
the verse sections resemble windows in a house, providing outlets to a
broader space other than that of the house proper. On the one hand, it
may seem that, by allowing the outside scenery to interrupt the inner
design of the house, there is lack of unity, coherence and consistency; on
the other hand, if the outside scenery and the inner design can coordinate
to render a special effect, i.e., if the relation between the two can be
adjusted to the point that they are mutual—illuminative, the windows are
justified.
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In Western narrative, we can see a house well designed and decorated
Lt is intact and self-sufficient. In Hongloumeng, we see some windows in
:he house what happens outside the window gives another dimension of
meaning to the activities in the house. All through this thesis, we have
peen trying to prove that Hongloumeng, instead of being built upon the
concepts of unity, coherence of consistence as the Western narratives do,
displays in the structure of narrating levels, mode of describing, and
form of writing the principle of diversiveness.
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